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Marines· Recover Casualties;
Faction May Be Responsible
BEIRUt, Lebanon (UPI)Angry Marines clawed through the
ruins of their headquarters Monday
to recover the bodies of comrades
crushed in a suicide bombing that
killed at least 191 Americans. Islamic extremists proclaiming their
"love of death" claimed responsibility.
The commander of the Marines in
Beirut vowed to track down every
accomplice of the lone killer, who
reportedly smiled as he crashed a
truck packed with a ton of TNT into
the Beirut Airport building Sunday
and detonated the explosives.
Forty-one French paratroopers
were killed a minute later in a similar
suicide attack on their barracks 3
miles from the Marine Battalion
Landing Team complex.
The Pentagon said 191 servicemen were confirmed dead and unofficial Marine reports in Beirut
listed 32 soldiers as missing.
!i

'·

'

The suicide bombing was the
bloodiest attack against U.S. servicemen since the Vietnam War. A
Red Cross worker grimly announced
"no survivors have been found.
Dead. yes. but no survivors."

France sent 14 experts with
trained dogs and detection devices to
search for its soldiers. Two were rescued alive Monday and officials said
it was possible to live up to I 0 days
in the rubble.
The CIA, French and Lebanese
security agencies pursued a joint investigation into the attacks. which
U,S. officials suggested may have
had the assistance of Iran and possibly Syria.
Iran dismissed allegations it was
responsible and said the bombings
reflected Lebanese resistance to the
presence of the peace-keeping force.
made upofU.S., French, Italian and
British troops.
But the Islamic Holy War. which
claimed responsibility for the April
embassy bombing. said it carried out
the twin suicide missions.
"We are soldiers of God and lovers of death," it told a Beirut news
agency, adding the attack was in retaliation for the "artillery and fleet''
of the U.S. and French forces which
fired on Druze Moslem gunners last
month.
The group is believed to be
associated with Shiite Moslem fun-

damentallsts predominant in the
slums bordering the Marine base and
supporters of Iran's Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini.
On Sunday. a previously unknown group called the Free Islamic
Revolution Movement said it carried
out the attack,
The rescuers were growing angry
as they worked round the clock with
bulldozers, chisels and axes to cut
through twisted steel and lift 2-footthick concrete slabs layer by layer to
find more bodies.
One Marine snapped momentarily at reporters who photographed the
growing array of bodies, secret
documents. letters from loved ones:
snapshots and other personal effects
of the peace-keepers.
Robert Calhoun. a 21-year-old
Marine who was on the roof of the
building and survived the bombing,
said the suicide driver "was smiling" as he sped into the four-story
headquarters ..
"That is something I will always
remember," said Calhoun, of San
Antonio. Texas, who said lfc heard
what seemed like ·'a thousand people screaming. 'Help me. God help
me.'""

Education Professor Shot, Kil·led
By Steve Shoup

Roderic L. Wagoner. chairman of
the University of New Mexico
secondary and adult education department. was shot and killed Sunday in Newport Beach. Ca. He was
54.

Newport Beach police officer
Robert McCulloch said Monday
Wagoner died of multiple gunshot
wounds ,at the Fountain Valley
TraumaCenterat9; 17 a.m. Sunday.
Wagoner's wife. Sue Wag<incr, 52.
is being held on a homicide charge at
the Orange County Womens' Jail.

Bond has been set at $250.000.
McCulloch said police were notified at 8:05 a.m: Sunday that a
shooting had taken place. Wagoner
was found on the living room tloor
of916 E. OceanFrOJ:JtDrivc, having
suffered at. least 4 wounds from a

continued on page

Atnericans To Remain
Mideast Peacekeepers.
WASHINGTON (UPI)President Reagan ruled out a
more agressive role Monday for
American troops in Lebanon but
insisted the decimated Marine
force must stay to protect the
Middle East from ''the tyranny of
forces hostile to the West."
One day after a terrorist bombing that killed at least 191 Marine
peace-keepers in Beirut, Reagan
blamed "international criminals
and thugs" for the worst loss of
American military lives since the
Vietnam War and declared the
attack' 'will not go unpunished.''
Sketching his defense for a
foreign military commitment
under fire at home, Reagan implicated the Soviet Union as
prime meddler in the strategically
vital, oil-rich region.
Speaking to a group of journalists, the president said. ·'It would
be a disaster if a force took over
the Middle East, and a force is
ready to do that, as witness what
has taken place in Yemen,
Ethiopia and now the forces~
several thousand - in Syria.
.. The free World cannot stand
by and see that happen,
"The United States." Reagan
said, "will not be intimidated by
terrorists. ''
Reagan said enlarging the
1,600-member Marine contingent might be warranted "if it
would help the mission they're
performing."
However. he ruled out any

change in the mission of the multinational peace-keeping force.
including a more active combat
role.
"All we would really be doing
is increasing the number of
targets and risking really the start
of overall co11flict and world
war," he said,
As Marine Commandant Paul
Kelley headed for Beirut to survey the damage, Reagan said
"strong circumstantial evidence" links Sunday's calamity
to the April 18 bombing of the .
U.S. Embassy, which killed 63
people.
Radical Moslems. loyal to
Iran's Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, wcr~ suspected in the
embassy attack, although the
blame has never been fixed.
While the government of Iran
has denied involvement in the
Beirut bombings, a State Department spokesman said~ ·'There is
a lot of circumstantial evidence
and a lot points to Iran.''
Reagan vowed "every effort
will be made to find the criminals
responsible for this act of terrorism, so this despicable act will
not go unpunished.'' Implicit in
his broad indictment was a warning that any retreat from the mission established for the peacekeeping force would invite expanded influence from the Soviet
Union. which he has portrayed as
a major influence in such countries as Yemen and Syria.

i

Nuclear Artns Protesters Arrested in Albuquerque, Los Alamos
From Staff and Wire Reports
A total of 40 people were arrested
Monday during nuclear weapons
protests at Kirtland Air Force Base
in Albuquerque and at the Los Alamos National Laboratories.

In Albuquerque. 15 people were
arrested and charged with obs_truct-,
ing traffic at the Wyoming Blvd.
gate of Kirtland. The protesters
formed a human chain across the
road into the base while about 30
other pr<)testers assembled nearby.

Police began arresting the blockaders at about 7:30 a.m. and quickly
cleared the intersection. Traffic into
the base was delayed about 15 minutes.
In Los Alamos. 15 men. 12
women and eight juveniles at a

similiar blockade were arrested and Tuesday in both Albuquerque and
booked on a charge offailing to obey Los Alamos.
a lawful order from a police officer. · The protesters arc members of the
Thirteen of those arrested in Albu- October Disarmament Coalition and
querque remained at the Bernalillo were demonstrating against deployCounty Dentention Center overnight ment of American Cruise and Perpending arraignment. expected shing II missiles in Europe. set for
later this year.
One of those arrested in Albu·qucrquc. Spence Walaitis. said
"we're hoping people will perceive
the seriousness of this issue when
they see We arc willing to risk 90
days in jail."
Walaitis attributed the low tum
out at the protest to split actions in
both cities and lack of publicity. The
people at the protest were those
"more intimately involved" in the
movement.
He said he did not resist arrest
because ''I sec my struggle in the
courtroom. o;
Jaime Saiz. also arrested. said he
suffered "extreme pain" on hi!.
wrists from the plasticj)andcuffs but
was treated well by the police during
his arrest.
More than 30 people were
arrested at u nuclear :trrns protest and
blockade at Kirtland in June.

Related story 'page

six

INSIDE
SKYRISE PUPPETS:
See Page 8
Alexandria King

Demonstrators attempt to block early morning traffic into Kirtland Air Force Base Monday during a protest against nuc·
..... .lear, w.e•pons. Fiheen people. were arrested, •.. , ..
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Wire Report
Marine Reflects on Beirut Death Truck

NBC- TV's Savitch Dies

BEIRUT. Lebanon~ Lance Corp. R\lbcrt Calhoun clips in their wcnpons unless comb:lt is imminent.
w.t' standing guanJ duty on the roof of U.S. Marine
Calhoun. seeming to recoil at the thought. stlid the
hc•~tkjunrtcrs ncar Bcintt airport wllcn tile yellow Mer- ro:tdblock guard told him the truck driver "was smileccles truck smashed into the building lobby anLI blew it ing" as he barreled the Mcr~edcs toward the building on
apart with 2,000 pounds of high explosives.
his suicide mission.
Somehow he survived th~ blast at the Batlnlion Land"Th:ll is something I will ~I ways remember," the
ing Team building known to the Marines as BLT and
young
Texan said.
told reporters Mtmday what happened.
Few others inside the building were as lucky as
"I wns on the rollf of the BLT. but I Llidn't sec the
truck, !only heard it." said Calhoun. 21, of San Anto- Calhoun.
"[only know two other people who !\Ctually walked
nio, Tex. "When the explosion hit, sir. everything was
off alive," be said, udding that the>· had been in the
going.~·
Surveying the scene a day later from whnt had been basement.
"1 am not sorry l came here, but I am sorry something
the roof of the building, Calhoun glanced around him at
the rubble and slulok his head at the painful memory of like this happened." Calhoun said.
those first sewnds after the bla~t.
As Calhoun spoke, Marines and Red Cross workers
It seemed, Calhoun said, that "about a thousand lowered green plastic into the bomb crater for two more
people were screaming 'Help me, GoLI help me."
bodies found among the rubble. The bodies were placed
Though Calhoun said he could nlfi sec the death truck in the bags and hauled to the surface,
coming because of the higll walls around the roof. he
To the north of the collapsed building, a team of
suid another guard outside the building did see it.
Marines in helmets and flak jackets sifted through deTh:ugtHird, posted at one of the rondblocks leading to bris strewn within a 500-yard radius of the building.
the building, tOld Calhoun the Mercedes Benz truck
Among the ripped trousers. fragments of furniture
passed hin1at high speed - too fnst for him to loud a and personal affects was a paperback no\'el left behind
bullet clip into his automatic rifle nnd tire nt it.
by one of the dead Marines. It was entitled ''Dogs of
Marines in Lebanon are not allowed to keep bullet War."

IT?
WE'RE NOT TELLING ALL OUR SECRETS !
But after you visit the Carving Line in the Sidewalk Cafe, you may
wonder how we do it. Three entrees are cooked fresh daily, then
served piping hot with potatoes and gravy, roll and butter and your
choice of vegetable. All for $2.50 to $2.95 ! So next time you're feel·
ing hungry for a delicious meal at a very tasty price, visit the Carv·
ing Line try us once - twice - then you'll know (how we do it).

Try Our
Individual
Pizzas!
Cheese
Vegetarian

Supreme

.99
$1.39
$1.69

•Might feed two people

NEW HOPE, Pa. - Television anchorwoman Jessica Savitch,
whose life was marred by re.cent personal tragedy, was found dead
Monday along with a Nc;w York Post executive in an overturned car at
the bottom of a murky canal.
Police said the car carrying Ms. Savitch, 35. an anchorwoman for
NBC-TV, newspaper executive Martin Fischbein. 34, ~nd a pet Si.berian husky apparently run off the road, !11pped upstdc down and
plunged into the canal, where it beGamc mired in mud beneath 5 feet of
water.
Fischbein, a vice president and general manager at the New York
Post, was described as a "close personal friend" of Ms. Savitch,
The bodies of Ms. Savitch, Fischbein and the dog were found in the
car about I a.m. EDT in the Delaware Canal in N~;w Hope. a small.
affluent community of artists and craftsmen 35 miles northeast of
Philadelphia, Bucks County Coroner Dr. Thomas Rosko said.
"She had Ol'etcome many difficulties in her life and now leaves
behind many friends and fans all over the country." Tom Pettit.
executive vice president of NBC said.
Ms. S!\vitch found her second husband, Dr. Donald RoBie Payne,
hanged in the basement of their Washington home- in Augustl981. His
apparent suicide came less than five months after their marriage and
several months after Ms. Savitch suffered a miscarriage.
Her first marriage, to Philadelphia advertising cxecutil'e Mel Korn.
lasted 10 months and ended in divorce late in 1980.
New Hope Police Chief Walter Everett S!\id the couple was last seen
having dinner at a loc•tl restaurant at about 7 p.tn. Sunday and
apparently drove in the rain from the restaurant's parking lot onto a
towpath along the canal.
He said it was believed they tried to avoid a car parked in the narrow
roadway, but veered too farto the left and plunged into the canal. Their
station wagon fell 10 feet before hitting the water, police said.
The car was spotted shortly after midnight by a man returning home
from a Philadelphia Flyers hockey game. authorities said.
The bodv of Ms. Savitch was found in the back seat. Fischbein was
in front and apparently had been driving. police said.
Autopsies were scheduled.
Ms, Savitch was bom in Kennett Square. outside Philadelphia, and
grew up in Marg:uc. N.J.
She graduated from Ithaca College and went to work at WCBS
Radio in New York in 1969. She later worked at KHOU-TV in
Houston and KYW-TV in Philadelphill before joining NBC in 1977.
She rose to a $500.000-a-ycur job as u newscaster and corre;pondcnt
at NBC by the time she was 33.
Under her latest contract. /1'1;, Savitch anchored "NBC New>
Digest.·· for which ;he was to ha\'c reported to work Monday, and,
beginning in January. the Sunday editions of "Nightly News."
FisehbciJi joined the Post in 197S whctl he left a job"' assistant to
labor mediator Theodore Khccl.

WASHINGTON- Interior
Secretary nominee William Clark
Monday held a 20-minutc private
discussion of "general philospophy" with Rep. Manuel Lujan, RN.M.
Lujan. ranking Republican on the
House Interior Committee, said the
two discussed several issues in
general- including coal leasing.
conservation, Indian affairs, mininu
and environmental concerns in Ne\V
Mexico's San Juan Basin.
WASHINGTON- The Synthetic Fuels Corp. announced Monday
it will not grant price guarantees to
the troubled Great Plains coal easification plant. despite threats by
sponsors to abandon the $2 billion
project in North Dakota.
The government-funded corporation noted in a statement that a total
of four studies done by the Department of Energy and Congress "have
questioned whether the project requires additional assistance.''
The consortium of five corporate
sponsors have warned that Without
more federal assistance the mammoth project will lose nearly $2 bil"
l!on during its first decade of operatmn.

SKI

1984 Collegiate Winter Carnival
• 5Fu~i- days of sk11ng
• LUXLRY accommodations on the mountcun

• CrosS; country skHng facthtte_s

• Serv1ce Taxes

• Skt scho<:H available

• F R~ E Eieer on the bus
• Deuarhng and Welcdme recef)ttons

ONLY

$125

• o,., sne staff

~,.
~

continued from page 1
.38-caliber hancigun. The couple
had apparently been arguin~ before
the shooting. McCulloch said,
Wagoner C<tme to UNM in 1973
as chairman oJ' secondary and adult
teacher education, a post he held until 1979 when he bcc~mc associate
dean of the College of Education.
Wagoner resumed the chairmanship
in Dec, 1982.
David Colton, dean of the College

of Education, snid Wagoner was in
Calil'ornia with the National
Teachers In,tittttc to help two Nigc·
ri•m students come to the United
States to study. He was also going ro
visit several electronics firms to look
at technology-based educational
programs,
Colton said he and his colleagues
are ''shocked at the loss of a close
friend and an esteemed colleague.''

Hundley, Gallegos Plan Debate
In Campaign for Council Position
District 3 City Council candidates
Adele Hundley and Steve Gallegos
will face each other Tuesday in a
public debate to be held on the University of New Mexico campus.
The one-hour debate will be held
in the New Mexico Union north Ballroom starting at noon. The program
will begin with questions from a
seven-member panel made up of
reprcsentutives from several campus
organizations and will be followed
by questions from the audience.
Gallegos and Hundley received
almost identical vote totals in the
Oct. 4 city election, forcing a runoff election set for Nov. 8.

Wagoner Wets a "modes! man"
who was always trying to help students <tnd colleagues achieve their
goals, Colton said.
Edwin J. Weber, assist<tnt chairman of SATE, will take over for
Wagoner until the end of the week
until a decision can be nJadc for a
replacement.
Funeral arrangements are
pending.

ENJOY
Happy Hour

AT CAFE OCEANA
Featuring Special Prices On:

rPiace ycilir Cii's'iiiie"cra'al

Oysters , , , , , . , , , .................. doz, $4.95
half doz. $2.95

1
to.day atJI.J!!:
131_____
Marron.J1
l _____

Shrimp on Ice .. , . , ................ doz. $4.95
half doz. $2.95

District 3 extends from the Rio
Grande to Girard Blvd. and includes
the UNM campus, It also includes
the area north of the campus to 1-40
and south to the city limits beyond
the International Airport.

2 for 1 on many of your Favorite Cocktails
M·Th
3·6

The debate is being sponsored by
the Associated Swdcnts of the University of New Mexico speakers
committee as part of its' 'Enlightenment '84" program. committee
chairman Harold Barnwell said.
"EnliglJtcnment '84" is a nonpartisan project to inform votes of
issues and candidates during several
elections in the next months.

1414 CenttaJ.Avenue
(Between I-25 &. University)

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers

..

;,.-

,._ "-:~~~- ::,, ; ~$;- .•

l'eat, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1&62
Um- Dollvlfy ArM

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

$1.50

II

$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
·One coupon per pizza.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

expires 11-7-83
Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
262-1662
Now open for lunch
Open avery day at 11 :00

$.75
$.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza.

expires 11·7·83
Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
282-1662
Now open for lunch
Open avery day at 11 :00

II

II.

I
I

®

National, Regional News Briefs

In January there will be a physical attraction
between College Students and TAOS

SKI

Professor_________

United Press International

• Fr.:!e Shuttle

• Access to A<t Galle"es anti umque gilt shops
• Access to stght-seemg of Ind1an ReservatiOns
• Hot Tubs at !Odgmg i!l'td a whole lOt of 'fun., ..

SECURE your space now! Call your campus representotive, Vicki 277-5528
or calf Scholastic Travel Corp, Collect •214/739-3270

SKI
INNSBRUCK
Jan. 2-12

Only $999
t

___ I-

The Beulah. N.D. plant already
has received a $2.02 billion federal
loan guarantee, the largest ever
given to a private enterprise. When
completed. the plant is designed to
take 22,000 tons of coal per day and
tum it into 125 million cubic feet of
natural gas.
AUSTIN, Texas- Representa·
tivcs of the elderly and the poor
Monday told Public Utility Commission examiner Jacqueline
Holmes that thousands of disadvantaged Texans will be forced to give
upthdrphones if Southwestern Bell
Telephone Co. wins a $ L7 billion
rate increase.
The PUC has until April 21 • 1984
to make a decision in the case.
although the company could place
the rates into effect under bond as
early as Feb. 21.
CLOVIS, N.M.- The Office of
the Medical 1nvestigaior ruled Monday that a Clol'is man fatally wounded after he was pulled over for running a stop sign last weekend died of
a self-inflicted gunshot.
State Police Officer Pete Ross
said his investigation into the shoot·
ing death of Larry Hamlc!i. 42. is
closed.

If you have at least
two years of college left,
you can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp thi~summer and earn
approximately $600.
And ifyou
you
can enter the R C 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to $1,000 a year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day.
That's when yau receive
an officer's commission.
So _get your body in
shape (not to mention your
barik account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science.

Scott Caraway

This tank trailer filled with PCB-contaminated oil may be
removed as part of a clean·up of a South Valley waste oil
recycling firm.

Dralify,

Solvents Not Apparent
In Valley's Groundwater
By Steve Shoup

Groundwater below a PCBcontaminated site in Albuquerque's
South Valley shows no trace of solvents which might carry the toxic
chemicals to the water table, a slate
E:nvironmental ltnprovement Division official said Monday.
Nolan Hester, E!b public in·
formation officer, said preliminary
results on tests for PCBs from four
wells around Mesa. Oil Inc .. 4701
Broadway S.El., ate eXpected in ab·
out two Weeks. "Volatile organic
solvents'' have been detected ih the
soil below the waste oil recycling
plant, he said, but none have crept to
the groundwater, 72 feet underground.
A waste oil pit at Mesa Oil was
found to hal'c 71 parts per milliM of
PCB and soil around the site had 20
parts per million, Fit'iy parts per mil·
lion is considered cause for concern.
PCBs. or polychlorinated

biphenyls, were also detected last
month at a site on the West Mesa.
Groundwater beneath Pronto Service. a waste oil processing plant
ncar Bridge and Coors Blvds.
proved untainted.
Hester said preliminary test results will be sent to the U.S, Ell·
viromnental Protection Agency.
which has regulatory authority over
PCBs.
Emergency Superfund money
from the EPA might to be used to
clean up the Mesa Oil site, Hester
said, Specifically, a tank tra~cr
adjacent to Mesa Oil which contains
oil contaminated with I95 parts per
million of PCBs may be removed. ·
the tank trailer was probably left
before the cltrrent owner bought the
company in 19S L The tank traileris
no! leaking, Hester said, but "we'd
feel better getting it off the site."
the E!PA contributed to the
cleanup of the Pronto site in
If ~7P.~~~~:~• ,; •
·,.·;.I~ •
~ ~ i:o.".- .._ 4 '" ,.• .: ,_," _,_• .. ,• •
!. '-..

ARMY ROTC.
IIALLYOUCAN II.
Fo1· Additloll!ll
luforillation
· Contact
~lajot· J. Weavet'

831-1111
Ext. 278-279
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Religious Group Is Pro--Choice

Forurri·

By Kathy Knudsen

-----Humor-----

----------.

BLOOM COUNTY

CI«K.

YOO CI\N PUT

Drivers Get Nudge
The problem with this country is that every time you get on an
interstate highway, you wind up behind a Consumer Reports subscriber driving his 1967 Plymouth Valiant in the IE;Jft lane at 55 mph
because he sees all these signs that say SPEED LIMIT 55 and has
consequently gotten the impression that the speed limit is 55.
Of course, knowledgeable motorists are aware that these signs
were erected during the Nixon administration, which has been invalidated in its entirety by the Supreme Court, and that 55 mph is now
considered dangerously slow except in the drive-through lane <!t
Burger King during peak hours. But a great many people, evidently
unaware of this, continue to go 55 mph in the left lane even if you honk
and gesture meaningfully and nudge their bumpers in a helpful
fashion.
So what we need is some kifld of civilian bazooka that you could
buy at Sears and mount on the front ofyourcar. When you got behind
a Consumer Reports subscr.iber who failed to respond to honks,
gestures and nudges, you could fire a warning round, maybe vaporize
a motel or something, just to let him know he'd better kick it up to 68
mph.
Let me stress here that bazooka ownership would be restricted to
qualified drivers. You would have to pass a written multiple-choice
test administered by the Sears credit department:
CAR BAZOOKA QUALIFYING TEST
1. You are turning left from a four-lane road when you notice a
carload of French tourists consulting their little English-French dictionaries, trying to translate a sign that says "NO PED XING." You
should:
(A) Explain that "NO PED
XING" is the name of the ancient
Chinese patron saint of intersections. {B) Explain that "NO PED
XING" is the winner of a Depart·
ment of Transportation competition to see who could c:ome up
with the most cretinous possible
way to tell people that they
shouldn't wal~ across the road.
(C) Laugh at the tourists in a
sneering, condescending manner and drive on bris~ly, because
that is whatthey would do to you
if you were in France.
Correct Answer: B. Also C. I think A could also be correct.
2. You are stopped by a police officer for a minor traffic infraction,
and as he walks Up to your car window you suddenly remember that
your trunk, for a number of perfectly innocent but difficult-to-explain
reasons, contains large quantities of heroin and stolen gems and
automatic weapons and kidnap victims and Soviet spies. You
should:
{A) Belch and pick your nose and generally behave as .if you have
diplomatic immunity. (B) Say: "Officer, as a member of the general
public, let me just say how grateful I am that you are out here
enforcing the trunk - I mean law." (CJ Say: "I'm glad I ·~aught up
with you, officer, because I wish to report a group of persons behaving in a French manner back at the NO PED XING sign."
Correct Answer: These are all pretty good, too.
3. You are driving a taxi in New York City, and you wish to cross an
intersection, but you cannot because the light is red and there is an
elderly priest Who has just suffered a heart attack. lying in the intersection receiving emergency lifesaving medical attention. You
should:
(A) Honk your horn with both hands. (B) Honk your horn with one
hand and use the other to make amazing violent suggestive gestures. (C) Use your hands as in answer B, but also turn your head
around and explain to your passengers in strident, hostile tones
What you think is wrong with the president's economic policies.

life

and

Related
Subjects

By Dave Barry

Correct Answer: C.

------=D=--=a=ily Lobo
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MOOSE
UH, JILL, ARE

YOU 13V5Y SATURLI'\Y
NIGHT?
NOT RfALLY,
WliY?

I

\\16iRJ'Ne5fj ...
\

by Don B!llckner

\

WSJL, HCIFFER ASII'l'V
ME To fl)( VP A
FRIEND Of
HIS., ..

\

JILL, I'M 'YOUR 13~T
FRIEND ANV YOUR
ROOMATEO, WOVLII
I DO THAT TO

You?

OH ALL RIGHT.
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------Letter-----Student Calls for Lower Fees
Editor:
I agree with Mark Duran on his
comment concerning the improvement of the Daily Lobo's
reporting and the importance for
ASUNM to get on to other things.
While lobbying for a minimal tuition increase is a responsible act
due to the funding formula used
by the Legislature, ASUNM
could be even more constructive
by seeking to reduce student
fees,
How?
First, it is in the best interest of
the students to replace all
ASUNM salaries and expense
accounts with a tuition waiver
and work-study if the student
qualifies. This would replace students who seek financial power
with students who support improving the quality of education
here.
Second, the film committee
should be abolished. Don Poncho's, the Guild and other theaters, as well as film classes, meet
the needs of students at affordable prices.

You'd have to answer at least one question correctly to qualify for a
Third, the Popular Entertainbazooka. This would rule out state legislators, but we simply cannot ment Committee should not
have everyone driving around in heavily armed vehicles. That would attemptto bring in major events.
be irresponsible.
Instead, it should continue to
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work on events like Noon-time
Entertainment and work with the
International Center and fine arts
department.
Fourth, all campus organizations should only receive funding for specific campus or com·
munity activities and necessary
equipment. Did you realize that
there is not an Anglo Association?
Fifth, ASUNM should not pay
for a professional lobbyist and
should only reimburse gas expenses for attending important
meetings. We should all share
the austerity.
These first five reductions
ASUNM can ask for; however,
the last reduction would require
more work. Students should not
pay for season football and basketball tickets .but rather be
offered a reduced ticket price.
Finally, there are two issues
that have gotten to such a deplorable level that they demand
the students' attention. These
issues are faculty salaries and
library funding. These issues
have been around for at least
three years.
ASUNM can be the inlorma·
tion link for the students concerning how our money is spent

and in what direction the University is heading. Year after
year ASUNM has been bogged
down by the petty power politics
with money as the s'ource. By reducing ASUNM's financial responsibilities, it can reduce student fees and focus on improving education.
There are 20,000 of us, almost
all of whom vote. Our representatives and senators, as well
as the faculty and a number of
BEF members, live here in Albuquerque. So these important
links, as well as the faculty and
administration, can be met with
right here on campi,Js. And the
mail is also an effective way to
get results. Imagine 20,000 letters flooding into the BEF or our
elected officials' offices.
Hopefully, ASUNM will not let
one issue and one man stand in
the way of its potential in
embracing all of these issues. If
all that is required is professionalism and hard work then
another candidate for PEC
should be easy to find. It's time to
stop letting a few people enjoy
all of our hard earned money at
the expense of productivity.
Mark Pedrotty

ASUNM DUPLICA TINC CENTER

,All religious people approach the
issue ·of abortion from a different
angle, and each perspective should
be respected, said Assistant Rabbi
Richard Shapiro, speaking Monday
at the University of New Mexico
Union.
"The important thing to understand is that no religious faith I'm
aware of supports the usc of abortion
as bi.rth control, or as s'omcthing to
be done callously or routinely.'' said
Shapiro, slaJe chairman of the Colorado Religious Coalition for Abortion Rights.
Bur Shapiro said no one has a
monopoly on the reverence for life.
"While we may express it differently. we have an oblig11tion to respect
one another's differences,"
The founding principle of the Religious Coalition for Abortion
Rights is to safeguard the option of
legal abortion, which is guaranteed
in a 1973 U.S. Supreme Court decision. Although the coalition is not a
pro-abortion group. it views efforts
to ban abortion as an infringement of
religious and personal freedom.
"I respect the right of the Denver
archbishop to teach that abortion is
wrong to anyone who will listen.
and to attempt to convince people
not to have abottions under any circumstances." said Shapiro. "What
I deny is h1s right to legislate his
view and cause me to obey it. I'm
not a C.uholic."

BEST PRICES
IN 'TOWN
OPEN
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8AM-9PM
SATURDAYS 10AM-4PM
LOCATED IN NORT!i' SUB BASEMENT
277-5031

The forum. entitled "Abortion
Rights: Reverence for Life." was
sponsored by the New Mexico Rcllgious Coalition for Abortion Rights
and the UNM United Campus
Miitistry.

General Honors Program
Academically 'Vigorous'
Hy Debbie Figge

year. in order to give students time to
complete the program before graduation, bUt largely sophomores arc
invited. About 340 students arc participaring in the program.
Evans said that students find the
seminar work stjmul<lling and in·
tcrcsting. and usually prefer Honors
classes to regular dcparrmental
work.
More and n1orc Prcsidentinl Scholars arc entering the program. now at
IS percent. and from the opposite
angle 24 percent of GHP students
arc Presidential Schohtrs, Evans
said.
The curriculum for undergraduntc
study includes a wide range of semi·
nars, such as the sludy of ''Paradox" and "New Mexico's State
Monuments - Links to the Past."
However. many of the undergraduate seminars had to be cancelled,
partially due to the 4. 7 percent cutback in funds the program received.
Upper-division seminars include
"The 1930s," "Madness and Culture." "The Italian Connection,"
and many more. Seminar topics
change every semester.
The grade point averages of
tJNM-GHP ~tudents appear to be
statistically higher than national
averages for studenrs in similarHonors programs in other institutions.
Evans said.
UNM's GHP is fortunate to have
a direct Honors student exchange
program with the University of
Maryland and the University of
Maine at Orono.
Evans said that due to an "en·
lightened administration" ang th~
continued support of lllany people,
thcGHP is continuinl! to l!row and to
succeed in reaching its goals.

Graduating with honors is an
advantage when applying to grmluatc or professional school and when
entering the job market. The General Honors Program at the l[nivcrsity
of New Mcx ico helps students reach
this distinction.
Graduating through this progrmn
means that either cum laude. magna
cum laude. or summa cum laude will
be printed on Y\lllr diplonHI and
transcript. These titles arc a~signcd
bv an honors council. which decides
if' a student will graduate with honors :md what level nf homlr will he
!!ivcn. At least 15 lmurs of honors
~lasses must be completed for this
honor.
1'hc goal of the GHP is to recruit
students with exceptional acadc111ic
abilities and to provide them wirh
enriching seminar-type course
work. especially in the area of the
history of ideas and culture. at a high
intellectual leveL
These seminars. taught by a variety of professors and guest lecturers.
range from one to three himrs in cre·
dit. They last about onc"third of a
semester.
The d.ircctor of the progrum.
Robert 0. Evans, suys that it is an
"old-fashioned program in a way."
and that it is "vigorous from an
academic point of view."
The GHP has experienced a
steady increase in enrollment since
1980. when high school seniors began to be recruited via their Atllcricail College Test (ACT) score.~.
Students already at the university arc
recruited frolll those named on the
various Dean's lists. Rccruitn1cnt
goes up to the middle of the junior
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Wild Horses Ready for Adoption
In Sheriff's Arena This Weekend
Wild lames in Albuquerque·?
Yes, the Bureau of Land Manage·
mcnt is bringing 40 horses to the
Bernalillo County Sheriff's Arena
for adoption Oct. 29 and 30. The
Wyoming animals will be placed
with qualitied individuals for a $160
adoption fcc to cover veterinary and
rransportaHon costs.
Applications arc available by
writing to BLM. P.O. Box 1449.
Sanla Fe, New Mexico 87501 or
'I'.
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calling 9H8·6231, Applications will
also be pt·occsscd at the Arena for
on·thc·spot udopHt1ns. The public is
encouraged to Conic sec rhe hnrscs
and fill out an application if they sec
one they would like W take home.
Adoptions will begin at 8 a.m. each
day.
The animals cati only be transported in a covered twtl·hnrsc tnlilcr
(no drop tailgate~ allowed) ~o come
prcpHrcd to drive your hotsc ho111c.
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Hairspray • Full Costumes • Accessories
it's all at the

general store
403 Cordova Rd.

111 Harvard SE

Sa11ta Fe

(across from UNM)
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Mexican Leader
Visits UNM for
Lecture Series

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

TUESDAY SEMINAR
Dr. Alvin J. Clark

By George E, Gorospe

Department of Molecular Biology
University of California, Berkeley
"Genetic Recombination in E. coli."
TIME: 3:30pm
DATE: Tuesday, October 25, 1983
PLACE: Biology Department, Room 139
(Castetter Hall)

EXPERIENCE
AIR FORCE
NURSING.
You could be one of the senior nursing students selected fQr
the U.S. Air Force Early Commissioning Program (ECP). When
selected, you'll be commissioned prior to taking your state
board examination. As a newly commissioned nurse you will
attend a five month internship at a major Air Force medical
facility and have a head start in assuming the leadership responsibilities of an Air Force officer. Aim High I Accept the job
and challenge of the Air Force Nurse Corps. For additional
Information contact:

_

City police handcuff and load anti-nuke demonstrators into vans for transportation to jail.
The protestors were·part of a world-wide observance of United Nations Disarmament Day.

Europeans Protest Nuclear Weapons
FRANKFURT, West Germany
CUPI)- About 100 anti-nuclear
demonstrators who on Monday
blockaded a U.S. Anny munitions

depot they claim is an assembly
point for Pershing ll missiles were
nvcrpowercd by hundreds of police
and arrested.
The blockudc came as leaders of
the anti-missile movement considered laying siege to the Parliament
building in Bonn when legislators
debate the NATO plan for deploying
U.S. cruise and Pershing II missiles.
The demonstrators. about 100
members and !mpportcrs of' the antinuclear Greens party, sut und lay
down in front ofthe main entrance of
the depot in the Hau~cn .,uburb or
Frnnkftut.
Several hundred police, outnumbering the unre•isting protesters. carried them. ~side and nrrc~tcd
almost the entire group. The pmlcswrs were released after their names
were t:tkcn.
A Greens' spokesman said the demonstration. in which party busi·
ness manager Lukas Beckmann :md
several otltcr Greens' leaders took
part, lasted three hours. The Greens
said U.S. Pershing 11 missiles were
to be assembled at the depot.
"Investigation by the Greens h~s
shown that in this military depot in
the densely populated district of
Hausen, parts for Pershing II missiles will be assembled and tested.''
the Greens charged in a statement.
The cruise and Pershing II rockets

of Chiropractic
As the need for specialized health care continues to grow, Northwestern
College can help you enter a secure and satisfying career as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.
Committed to high standards In education and research, Northwestern
College of Chiropraotfc offers you comprehensive chiropractic training on
a modern campus distinguished for its excellent facilities and dedicated
teaching staff.
If you would like to know how Northwestern College of Chiropractic can
help you achieve your career goals, complete the form below or call the
admissions office COLLECI at (612) 888-4777.
Please send me more information on
I
~--------------------------~
Northwestern College of Chiropractic
I

1
1
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
I
I
I

I

Name~

Address

1
I
I

1
Phone ( _ )
Years of college experience_.__ I
I
SEND TO: Northwestern College ·of· Chiropractic,
I
Admh;sions Olfice, 2501 West 84th Street,
I
Bloomington, Minnesota 55431 • (612) 888-4777
I
City

State

Scott Caraway

Zip

·---------------------------~

arc to be stationed in Europe beginning this winter if the U.S.-Sovict
disarmament tulks in Geneva fail.
A spokcswomm1 for the U.S.
forces in Frankfurt refused to comment on the protest, citing the
"operational nature·· of the depot.
In Bonn, Jo Leinen, spokesman
for West Germany's anti-missile
movement. said plans fora blockade
of the West German parliament were
being considered for Nov. 21. the
scheduled date for a discussion of
the NATO deployment plan.
Leinen said it was "ptlssiblc" demonstrators would in\'adc U.S.
military installations in the campnign against the mhsilcs.
But Andreas Zumach. another
movement leader. interrupted and
Mtid. "American soldiers prmccting
llllclcar sites have orders to shoot so
we cannot ask people to take such a
risk. No. we won't scale fences."
Chancellor Helrtmt Kohl sent a
letter to East German leader Erich
Honcckcr saying West Germany
would go ahead with deployment. if
the Geneva talks fail.
Kohl told a meeting of leaders of
his Christian Democrat Union party
that the decision to slick by NATO
decisions was legitimized by his
coalition's victory in the March 6
general election, in which the missilcs were a major issue.

Chicago Teachers Near Solution
In Record Three-Week Walkout
CHICAGO (UPIJ - A proposed
contract that could end a record
three-week teachers strike and put
435,000 students back in their classromns easily cleared preliminary
hurdles Monday in voting by the union hierarchy.
The Chicago Teachers Union's
executive board voted 61·1 for
apJiroval of the comract and the 700mcmber House of Delegates Voted a
short time later by a 78-22 percent
margin in favor of the tentative pact.
The outcome of the vote by nearly
27,000 teachers in the nation's lhird
largest school system was expected
by 8 p.m. EDT. The system's 596
schools could reopen as early as
Tuesday.
''Thank God it's over,'' said
ARna Estell, a reading lab teacher
for .I 3 years in the public schools. "I
wasn't cxJiccting to be o(f this long,
and I wasjust telling my son that I'll

"Mexico in Crisis" will be the
topic for discussion by one of Mexico's foremost dissident leaders,
Hubert Castillo .. when he visits the
University of New Mexico for two
days beginning today,
Castillo, a scholar, author, civil
engineer and political activist, will
talk about the economy and cull'cnt
problems in Mexico and show a film
entitled Chap!tpote, about economics ol' Mexico's oil, at noon today
in Room 147 of Woodward Hall.
Beginning at 6:30p.m. t\lday Castillo will present two more films on
undocumented workers and faqn
laborers, and will also speak about
their plight.
On Wednesday Castillo will
speak about the Mexican economy
and propose some solutions at the
UNM Latiri American Institute conference room beginning at 3;30 p.m.
"Castillo will discuss the current
economic crisis and relate events
ther<: to the U.S .. because of the
~orrelation between a poor Mexican
economy and difficulties in the United States. The United States gets
more undocumented workers and
the border economv suffers on both
sides. In one way or another the two
economics are pretty much linked
together," said Ray Bull'ola. a prograrn specialist for the Southwest Hispanic Research Institute and Chicano Studies.
Burrola also said that Castillo's
visit to UNM is especially important
lor New Mexico because border area
businesses in the southern part of the
state contribute to the state's economy.
Castillo is noted for founding the
National Libcmtion Movement and
the Mexican Workers Party. He was
jailed for three years in LccumbcrrL
a Mexican federal prison with a
reputation for repression.
Castillo has written scverul books
including, fi·ccdom Under Protest,
f("TheJ·'C'Illdl You. The\''11 Kill Yew
and Oil und Lutin Amc~icu. C:tstiilo
also writes for the Mexican newspaper El Unil'cr.ml and a Mexican
magazine called Pmcc.\Cl.
For more information on Castillo's schcdt1le while at UNM. call the
Latin Americ<tn Institute or the
Southwest Hispanic Research fnstitutc. both of which arc sponsoring
his visit.
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LOMAS AT YALE OFFER GOOD OCT.

Poll Workers Needed
for the
ASUNM Senate Election on
November 9, 1983
Must be an undergraduate at UNM
Glen Gross blows his horn for students during the ASUNM
PEC noontime concert on the Mall Monday.

Apply in person at Suite 242 in the
· Student Union Building or call
277-5528 for more information

Today's Events
Sanctuary <=roup will hold a closed AA meeting for
alco_holiC5 cmly at noon iue-sdays and Thursdays at
the Newman Cenlcr. More information Is DVailabfe at
247-1094.
Spanish Conversidon Clw Will be orfered at the
fntcrna'tional Center beginning Oct. JJ by Encarna
Ab~Jia, The clas~ will m~~~ Monday cv~ningS front 7
to 91'.tn. More information is available at 266-9943.

have to relearn all my names, but I'll
be more than happy to be doing
that."
The tentative agreement was
reached Sunday night after a 33hour weekend bargaining session
mediated by former U.S. Labor
Secretary William J. Usery Jr. Usery said he thought the unions would
find ternls of the pact acceptable.
Board of Education member Myrna Salazar said a 5 percent raise for
teachers effective Jan. I was in·
eluded in the proposed one·year pact
at a total cost of $81 million. In
addition, tcachets Will receive one·
time bonuses of I percent at .Christmas and 1.5 percent in June.
Under the proposed pact, a firstyear teacher with a Bachelor's Degree will receive a total salary package$14,134 a year. A teacher with a
doctorate and 15 years experience
will be paid $31,317.
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YOU AIN'T

HAD ONE y-£1_,?
We're putting up our pizza against
anything this town's ever tasted.
Savory sauce with the choicest gunk
and smothered with a mountain
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
What's holdin' ya? The doors
are open!

also at

836-0l42
299-6666
345.fJ568

821-7262

~E

All Types of Human Emotions Stirred
By Endless Puppet/Mask Expressions

Women Jazz, Folk Singers to Perform

There is a certain mngic surrounding puppets and masks that seems to
bring them to life, Despite their plastic. rubber. wooden or foam composition,. these theatrical creations
11re capable of stirring within us every type of emotion. A happy-golucky Kermit the Frog can make
cl1ildren of all ages smile; anyone
who's seen a broken-hearted Pinocchio can't help but cry; and the
frightening mask "he" wore the
night he came home in the film
Halloween has generated an incurable case of insomnia in many
moviegoers.
So what creates this magic'? Why
can people relate so easily to a doll or
disguise that, after it is used. m~Y be
put in storage and never seen again?
.James Linnell, associate professor
of theater arts at the University of
New Mexico. said this phenomenn
may be explnincd through the limitless expressions .of puppets t\lld
masks.
"The enlarged images of the human race creates a more generalized
character." Linnell said, "something an actor. because of his individual personality. cannot always
d o. ..
These creations allow an audience
to use its imagination. he added.
People are allowed to create personality traits for the characters and.
often. actually sec changes in the
puppet or mask's facial expressions.
Linnell also said this quality
allows films and plays featuring
puppets and masks to cross cultural
and age barriers. "Kids sec and interpret on one level. while adults sec
and interpret on another level. but
everyone can enjoy this form of en~
tcrtalnmcnt." he said.
Linnell. who hns been a UNM
faculty member for the past eight
years, said he has always been fascinated with puppets and masks. As
a graduate student at the Univcr;ity Puppets standing up to 18 feet tall were used in the UNM
of California at Berkley, Linnell production of La Nariz de Ia Muerte and La Cantina de Ia
spent six months in Greece where Muerte. James Linnell of the theater arts department said
traditional theater utilized the\e de- puppets and masks can help expand the imagination of the
vices often.
audience.
Albuquerque seemed nn appropri·
ate 11lacc for Linnell to put his talents assortment of puppets and mask>.
tion much more than words. but LinThe puppets used in thc~c produc- nell has found a wny to apply both of
with these thcatric:tl creations in
practice because. he explained, the tions included all type; from hand these techniques which. he exSouthwest has a natural environ- puppets. with their opemtors hidden plained, takes work in the phy>icnl
ment for this sort of entertainment. behind black curtains. to 18-foot and vocal arcus of acting.
He has especially applied the cere- high structures. carried on backpack
Linnell said people are now findmonial art and folklore common in frames and manipulated by three ing new and creative ways to usc
this area to his theatrical art form.
people.
puppet and mask wizardry. The
These two productions were uni- great interest in science fiction films
Linnell's work in this field in·
eludes the UNM productions La que in that they utilized extensive and special visual effects. he said. is
Nuriz dt! Ia Muare (Dearh'sNose). billingual dialogue throughout the closely related to the world of pupfirst performed in 1981, and La Can· plays. This is unlike Peter Schu- petry.
rina de fa Muerte (Death' sCalllina), mann. a well-respected puppeteer
Linnell is in the process of creatperformed last spring. Both produc· admired by Linnell. and Compagnie ing another puppet/mask play, He is
lions arc based on southwestern oral Philippe Genty. the French group calling it El Dia de fa Muerte
traditions and were performed. by which will perform tonight in Pope- (Death'.< Day) and hopes to have it
actors displaying an elaborate joy HaiL Both of the.sc employ mo- ready to pcrforrn by next year.

Across from UNM
at Central Buena Vista
Phone
247-9591

5500 Audem!l,

Arts

By Johanna King

Godfather's PizzaTM
6306 Cl!ntnJ, SW
8700 Mcnaul Blvd, NE
1835 Candelula, NW

Arts

Al.o In RJg Rancho
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Poets and Writers Series Scheduled to Continue
With Readings By American Poet/Translator/Editor

PILOT OPENINGS
AVAILABLE NOW

Clayton Eshleman. poet, tra~s
lator and editor. will be reading from
his work on Wednesday in 335 Orte·
ga at 7:30 p.m.
Born in Indiana in 1935, Eshlc·
man has degrees in phllosophy and
litctaturc from Indiana University.
Over the past 20 years. he has
published 42 books. 37 of which arc
collections of poetry and essays,
The rest arc translations. including
Cesar Valle]o: The Complete f>o.tl·
hu11w11s Poetn·. with Jose Rubia
Barcia, fot which he wort the 1979
National Book Awatd, Pablo Neru·
' da: Residence 011 Eurril and Aime
Cesaire: Tile Collected Poetn•. His
most rcccrtt volumes of pociry arc
fi'rat'ltire and Hade,t Ill Manganese.
Eshleman is currently Dreyfu~s
poet-in-residence und lecturer. in
creative writing at the Calilbrniu ln·Slitute ofTcchnology. He has taught

Immediate openings for training in the world's most
prestigious flight school. No experience required. Applical)ts must be college graduates, less than 29, in good
health, and a U.S. citizen. Eyesight correctable to 20/20
may qualify for Naval Flight Officer. Pilots require 20/20
vision uncorrected. Salary while in flight training is
$21,700 to $33,000 in four years. Excellent benefits
package. Applicant must want to travel.

Contact: 766•3895
Navy Aviation Programs
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at a number of other colleges and
universities, including The American Colle£e in Paris.
Since 1981, he has edited Sulfur.
a literary, Jungiun tri-quarterly and
bctwccrl 1967 and 1973, he edited
the semiannual iiterary quarterly
Caterpillar, publishing such writers
as Gary Snyder, Charles Olson and
Paul Blackburn.
Eshlematl's many awards include
a National Bndowmcnt for the
Humanities Translation Fellowship
and Wilier Bynncr Grant-in-Aid, a
Guggenheim Fellowship and the
P.E.N. Translation Prize. He has
traveled extensively, living for a
year in Mexico, three ycurs in Japan
and two years iii France. FortllC past
decade, the poet has been doing field
work and research on Upper
Paleolithic imnginution and the con·
struction of the underworld.
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"As species disappear," he
writes. "the paleolithic grows 011 us:
living animals disappear, and the
first outlines become more dear. not
as reflections of a day world, but as
the primal COJltours of psyche, the
shaping of the underworld, at the
point Hades was an animaL
"The new wilderness is thus the
spectral realm created by the going
out of animal life and the coming in
of these primary outlit1cs. Our
tragedy is to search further and
further back for a common non·
racial trunk in which the animal is
not separated out of the human while
we destroy the turf on which we
actually stand.''
Eshleman's reading is the fourth
in this fall's Poets and Writers
Series. The poet will be at the Living
Batch Booksttll'c, 2406 Central
S.E., frnm2 to 3 p.m. Wednesday .
~·J.t•I•,I.•Vr_,
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Sifts • 'Flowers • "Plants • 'Flowers by wire

By Lydia Piper
A concert featuring "women's
music" may deter some people from
attending - especially men.
But the music of Linda Tillery and
Ferron, the two artists appearing at 8
p.m. Friday in the KiMo Theater.
will appeal to both men and women
alike.
True. both artists believe i11
women's rights and some of their
lyrics reflect this, and yes. Tillery is
produced by a record label run by
and primarily for women. but they
are not only women's issues singers - both arc excellent musicians with strong voices,
Tillery has been in the music business in San Francisco since the mid
'60s and. the days of the Fillmore and
Janis Joplin. At that time she played
in a group called Loading Zone
which opened for many singers and
bands playing at the Fillmore. including Joplin.
She impressed reviewers then,
who felt she had as much talent as
Joplin. but because of mishandling
by management and record com·
panics. she never attained commercial success.
But Tillery continued in music.
playing Bay area clubs. singing
commercial jingles and back-up
vocals on records by Santana. Boz
Scaggs and Lenny White. to name a
few. In 1979 she rccicvcd the Bay
Area Music Award for Best Independently Produced Record for her
album Linda Til/en·.
Tillery's deep voice blends well
with the fusion jazz sound of her
albums. and makes full usc of electric instruments to back it up.
Farron has been called the female
Bob Dylan. and her style and voice
tend to rcmi11d people of him. But
she. is" foremost a folk singer and
poet.
A native of Canada, Ferron writes
all her own music and lyrics. l.n concert. she sits before the nudicncc
with an acoustic guitar I ike the col~
fcc bouse folk singers oft he '50s and
60s.
She has the reputation of inl•olviilg the audience with her performance by telling them jokes and making them laugh, clap and sing. Ferron believes the reaction she gets

C ine$e Cu ture Cenf)ter

Tai Chi,
Kung Fu

BUY YOUR FAVORITE WITCH A BROOM
Decorative Brooms $5.00 up
10" to 18" Brooms, Festive Ribbons, Miniature Corns
Ceramic Chilis, Silk Flowers

266-9296
Zuni-San Mateo Plaza
(next door to the Bell Center) ·

THE LAST LECTURE SERIES
presents

Dr. Brian Hansen
Prof./Chairman, -lheatre Arts
Linda Tillery
Ferron
from the audience depends on the money she makes from the sale of
amount of energy she puts out.
her albums. Her following has de·
Unlike Joan Baez or Holly Near, veloped primarily through word of
Ferron's music is not political. She mouth and her latest album, Testisings about life and how she deals mony, has sold over 10,000 copies
with its ups and downs. The mes- in Canada alone.
sage: get back up when you're
The concert is being sponsored by
knocked down.
Women in Movement inNew MexLike Tillery, Ferron has sup- ico, Tickets ate $7.50 in Hdvance at
ported her musical habit with funds Full Circle Book Store and $8 at the
from friends, bank loans and the door.

Martial Arts
Supplies
& Books
3015 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Next To Lobo Theater

Call 268-702:1

THE

"

CfiFE
3004 Central S E
(One Block East of Girard)

Featuring
Homemade
Soups

Tuesday, O!:t. 25
12 noon
UNM Sub, Room 250 B, C, & D
~

The "lAST LECTURES"

~re

a series !n which prominent University fa_cu!ty and .staff Will

be talking as i/lhey were giving lhe Last LechJre ol ·theil lffe. Bring your /tmch!

sponsored by
LAS LOMAS CAMPUS MINISrAIES

STUDeNr ACTIVITIES CENTER

FELLOWSHIPS
Since 1949, more than 4,500 men and women have
13arned advanced degrees in engineering and science
with the help of Hughes fellowships. The Hughes
commitment to furthering. your education and your
career.
More than 100 new fellowships will be available in
the coming year for graduate study in:
Engineering (Electrical, Mechanical,
Svatams, Aeronautical)
Computer Science
Applied Math
Phyalca

As a Hughes fellow, you could be studying for your
Master's, Engineer, or PhD degree while receiving:

•

"LIFE IN THE THEATRE:
FRILL OR FUNDAMENTAL?"

1\llllon, books, and fees
Educational stipend
Full employee banallls
Profeaalon•l·laval salary
summer employment
Technical experience
Total Value: $18,000 to $40,000 a year.

You'll also have the opportunity to gain valuable
on·the-job experience at Hughes facilities in Southern
California and Arizona while you're completing your
degree.
Work Study Fellows work part-lime during the
academic year while studying at a nearby university. Full
Study Fellows work in the summer and study fUII'time.
And since Hughes is involved with more than 90
technologies, a wide range of technical assignments is
available. In fact, an Engineering Rotation Program is
available for those interested in diversifying their work
experience.
If you'd like assistance from a company committed
to advancing the frontiers of technology, fill out and mail
the coupon below. Or write to:
Hughes Aircraft Company
Corporate FellowshiP Office
Dept. NC, Bldg. C2/B168
P.O. Box 1042, Et Segundo, CA 90245
Proof of U$ CitizenShiP Requ1red

Equal Oppor.tun.l¥ f:mployet

THE COMMITMENT
BEHIND THE PROGRAM
Hughes Aircraft Company, Corporate Fellowship Office, Dept. Nc,
Bldg. C2/B118, P.O. Box 1042, El Sagllndo, CA 90245.

Please consider me a candidate for a Hughes Fellowship and send me the
necessary information and application materials.

Crrating a neu· world with electronics
r----------------~~~

I

I

fHUGHESi

I

I

L--·----------------J

--,-----~-------------~-------HUGHES AIA'CRA.fl .t:OMPANV

PLEASE PAIN"!: Name
Address

Date

City
State
Zip
I am Interested in obtaining a - - - - - - Master's --~- Engineer degtee ~-----Doctorate
in the field of: :::--:--:-::-:-=-c=-:::-:-----------------·---~----
DEGREES NOW HELD (OR EXPECTED)
Bachelor's: Date ---~--~-~Field -----~---School _ _ _~-----Master's: Date _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Field ~-·-------School _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(Made Fresh Daily)

WRITE YOURSELF IN

_~tl.'~'

..

l'a)!C
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GREAT STYLE

at

Sports

Sports

LOW PRICES
Men's, Women's &
Children's Haircuts
Style Cuts
Perms

$2.50
$5.00
$15,00

PLUS
50¢ off all services with ad.

3215 Central NE

Treat Yourself
To Some
Halloween Sweets
255·8275
Scott Caraway

A Jukebox-hero player connects on this pitch Monday in intramural softball action. The
Jukebox-heros beat'the 8-ls 12-3.

Preseason Injuries Plague Hoopsters
By .Jim Wiesen
Injuries are a problem that pl,1guc
teams like bud breath plagues sex.
The onlv difference is that bad
breath is' easier 10 cure.
The Universtiv of New Mexdo
women's baskciball tenm. which
has yet to play a game this ;c:JMlll. b
already suffering injuric'>.
Alison j:ootc. a 5-foot·ll fmward. is still on the "indefinitely
out" list until the pain in her knees
subsides enough for further cvalu<t·
tion. Lobo Coach Dl>Ug lhl\clwn
said it is probably not going to keep
her out for the season. Foote set the
single season ~chnol record for

points scored last fall with a 20.3
average.
Susie Sparks. a 5-font-2 guard,
suffered a broken nose in practice
Ins! week. She returned 111 practice
Monday for a light 11orkout and
went down with a "dhlocated
kneecap." 1-lo,eltnn ;aid,
Despite the injuric~- Hoselton
keeps u positive attitude. "You ju't
keep working- keep the right
frame of mind lind everything
should turn out !'inc," 'aid
Hoselton.
"If the injuries continue, they
will hurt the· team -- but they arc
not having a big effect right now."

he said."
Hoselton said the Lobos arc con·
centrating on fundamentals and in(li·
vidu:tl work this week, and ure gmdually pmting more emphasis on the
team j!amc.
"We work on fundamentals
throughout the season." Hoselton
said. "If we can shore up our weaker
fundamental areas, tl1e offense and
defense should be no problem. •·
The Lobos were 14-10 last season
and finished the High Country
Athletic Con!crcrwe in fourth place.
The Lobos Open their home schc·
dule Nov. 23.against Colorado University at the Pit.

JUNIORS, SENIORS, AND
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Help Establish Your Own
Personal Credit
Applications for Sears, Montgome;y Wards. Winrocl~
and J.C. Penny's, Zales credit cards ore now available
for you to fill out.

There Is no charge to apply. It takes only 3 to 5
minutes to fill out.
Dates: October 25 thru October 28
Places: Anderson School of Management
Student Union 13uildlng
Time: 9a. m. ro 2p. m.

SPONSORED BY
DELTA SIGMA PI
THE PHOFESSIONAL OUSINESS FRATE:RNITY

174 2·3 innings and Wltlkcd just 37
while striking out 56.
However, since Honcvclltt wa>
on the final year of his columct and
could opt for free agency at the end
of the season. the Rungc1·s decided
to trade him r:1ther tlmn rbk getting
nothing in return for him. The Dodger>. M the other hand. were look·
continued on page 11

61 Runners Qualify For Games
2:28:09 and easily took New York
for the fifth time in six years in
2:27:00.
"I've run three marathons in
seven months. and I didn't want to
run that hard with everything com·
ing up. This year. I came knowing
that my next marathon would be
1984 in Los Angeles," Waitz said.
"I hope I'll be able to come back
next year arter the Olympics."
The 1984 New York Marathon
will be held a week later than this
year, on the final Sunday in Octobet, to give Olympians an extra
week to rest.
Benoit, has said she will not run
another marathon until the Trials.
Dixon, 33, has already competed
in two Olympic Games for New
Zealand, and he's not sure he wants
to try another- at least not in the
marathon on the last dayofthe Sum·
mer Games, Aug. 12. He cited the
intense competition expected from
World champion Rob de Castella of
Australia and world record-holder
Alberto Salazar.
"the marathon is a discipline all
its own," said Dixon, who in only
his second attempt at the 26·mi lc,
385-yard distance recorded 2:08:59,
jus! 46 seconds slower than Salazar's record, as he painfully rallied
irt the final quarter-mile to beat
Geoff Smith 'Of· Britain.

The University of New Mexico
soccer team split games this
weekend in Utah. The Lobos, 6·3,
beat Weber State 4·1 and lost to
Brigham Young in overtime 4-3.
Alan Robertson scored three
goals in the Weber State Victory and
Mario Picazo had one.
Lobo Coach Craig Robertson said
that his son, Alan, was marked tightly by the BYU team and was unable
to score a go11l. Robey Todd, Doug
.Bartochi, and Picazo scored a goal

each against the Cougars,
Coach Robertson said the Lobos
played good enough to beat Brigham
Young but that "disastrous" goalkeeping led to goals that should have
been easy saves.
This is the third year in a row that
the Lobos have lost overtime matches to BYU. Robertson said the
Lobos can match the Cougars indi·
vidually except for the goalkeeper.
"My main priority next year will be
to find a goalkeeper that can save a
game for us,"
The Lobos will kick off host the

Nebraska Still No. 1
NEW YORK (UP!) - Nebraska, Texas and North Carolina the only college football teams left
with perfect records - head the ratings Monday for the third straight
week in latest balloting by the UPI
Board of Coaches.
Nebraska maintained its season·
long No. 1 ranking with 38 firstplace votes and 628 overall points
and Texas collected the other four
first place votes and 600 points to
remain second.
Both teams received the same
amount of first-place votes as last
week after Nebraska crushed Colorado 69-19 Saturday, while Texas
nipped previously unbeaten South·
em Methodist 15-12.
No. 3 North Carolina, idle last
Saturday, is followed by No.4 Flor·
ida. No. 5 Auburn. No. 6 Georeia,
No. 7 Miami of Florida, No~ 8
Michigan, No, 9lllinois and No. 10
Marylimct.
Aside from Nebraska and Texas.
the rest of the top I0 teams meet

highly ranked opponents within the
next two weeks. Beginning Saturday, a series of games that will have
a major effect on bowl bids also
promises to shake up the ratings.
North Carolina visits Maryland in
an Atlantic Coast Conference showdown Saturday; Florida, Auburn
and Georgia. engage in a Southeastem Conference round-robin the next
three weeks; and Michigan vfsits
Illinois in a Big Ten battle. Also,
independent Miami hosts No. 13
West Virginia in a game that will be
keenly watched by bowl scouts.
Rounding out the Top 20 arc No.
II Washington, No. 12 Southern
Mc.thodist. No. 14 Oklahoma. No.
15 Brigham Yottng, No, 16 Ohio
State, No. 17 Iowa, No. 18 Boston
College, No. 19 Alabama and No.
20 Pittsburgh.
Losses suffered by West Virginia
and SMU left Only the top three
teams unbcatert and untied, while
Florida, 6·0·1, and Georgia, 6-0·1.
are still undefeated but tied.

Lobo Invitational l Thursday when
they play Westminster at 4:00 p, m.
Westminster, Texas Tech, Colorado
State and UNM will participate in
the round robin tournament which
runs through Saturday.
All tournament games will be
held at the South Campus Fields.

Honeycuttcontinued from page 10
ing for an extra starting pitcher to
help them down the stretch .
On Aug. 19 a deal was made be·
tween the two clubs and Honeycutt
was swapped for pitcher Dave Ste·
wart and a minor leaguer. Honeycutt
started off well with his new club
and won his first two starts, both
against the Philadelphia Phillies.
But. in each ensuing start he was hit
hard and ended up the regular season
and the post-season playoffs in the
bullpen.
"When you go into a new situa·
tion, it's not like starting over, but
it's a new learning process,'' said
Honeycutt, in trying to e11plain what
went wrong in Los Angeles. ''After
having six years in, it's a little like
having to prove yourself again.''
Others receiving votes for AL
Comeback Player of the Year were
pitcher Ken Schrom of Minnesota,
outfielder Dan Ford of Baltimore,
pitcher Ron Guidry of New York,
designated hitter Greg Luzinski of
Chicago, shortstop Bucky Dent of
Texas, pitcher Aurelio Lopez of De·
troit, catcher Carlton Fisk of Cllicago, designated hitter Cliff Johnson
of Toronto, pitcher Frank Tanana of
Texas and pitcher Randy Moffitt of
Toronto.
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Honeycutt Gets AL Comeback Honor
NEW YORK rUPIJ -~'Rick workout. The program we \\CrC on
Honeycutt. who posted the bc~t was a stretching and llcxing. routine.
earned run average in the Amcr·icun We did it cveryd:ty !last wintcrl. I'm
League before bci ng tmdcd to the going. to gettogethcrwith Gu~ ~nmc
National League with ~ix weeks rc· timc this winter ~nd get a program
muining in the ~ca~nn. i\londay \\'" that will hopefully be nt a next
named the AL ·~ Comeback Pl:rvcr leveL··
Honeycutt made 25 \tart~ for the
of the Year by United Press lntcriut·
Rangers nnd completed five garncs,
tiona I.
The 29-ycar-old lcft-handcr re· including two shutouts. He worked
bounded from a dismal 1982 cam·
paign during which he recorded a
5-17 mark with a 5.27 ERA to post a
14-8 record with a league best 2.42
ERA for the Texas Rangers before
NEW YORK (UPIJ- There
being traded to the Los Angeles was one factor that Rod Dixon and
Dodgers on Aug. 19.
Grete Waitz. the two winners of the
14th New York City Marathon, did
In a balloting conducted of32 UPI not have to consider during the runbaseball correspondents, Honeycutt ning of the race Sunday. simply he·
had seven votes to beat out outfiel· cause they were not American.
dcr Ken Griffey of the New York
Weighing heavilY. on the minds of
Yankees for the award, Griffey rc• many of the U.S. athletes among the
ceived five votes. while pitcher 15, I 93 starters was the prospect of
Dave Righetti of the Yankees and qualifying for the marathon Olymcatcher Ted Simmons of the Mil· pic Trials in Buffalo, N.Y .. next
waukee Brewers each received three May 26. The men need a time of
votes.
2:19:51 and the women 2:5 I: 16,
which they can attain anytime
•'It's something that's nice, com· through next April's Boston
ing back after a poor season," Hon- Marathon.
eycutt said when reached in Los
Of ihe 14.471 who finished. 36
Angeles. ''It's two-prong because men and 25 women qualified for the
you have to have had 11 poor year the Trials. The top three finishers in
season before to win it."
each division at the Ttials arc named
Honeycutt attributed 11 is turnur· to the U.S. Olympic team.
And when the Games get under
ound to an off-season cohditioning
way
in Los Angeles July 28 and the
program similar to the type used by
inaugural
Olympic women's
Steve Carlton and John Denny of the
marathon
is
held
on the first day, it is
Philadelphia Phillics.
likely the pre-race favorites will be
"Last winter there was a lot of .loan Benoit of Watertown. Mass.,
pressure on Frank Tanana and 1. so who set the world record of 2:22:43
we decided to go on a new prog· this year- and Waitt.
Waitt, the 30-ycar-old former
ram," said Honeycutt. "We got it
from Gus Hoefling, the (itncss school teacher from Norway, had an
coach for the Phillics. I got the idea outstanding season. After tying the
from an article on Carlton. We pur· then-world record of 2:25:29 a week
before Benoit's feat, she won the
sued it and tried it.
· ·"Steve tlocs a much fnore illtenSc · World Championships marathon in

By Jim Wiesen

LAKE BUENA VISTA, Fla. Mouse pin for good luck on
(UP!)- Payne Stewart and Sunday.
Nick Faldo used the $400,000
"I'm real excited," said SteWalt Disney World Classic as a wart, who developed a charming
showcase to spotlight their ta· Texas drawl in his four years at
Ients,
SMU in Dallas, "I've played a
Stewart won the 72-hole lot better this year,"
event, firing a final round 67
Stewart collected six birdies
Sunday to capture the $72,000 and an eagle on his final round to
first prize in his biggest payday as earn him his second tour victory
a pro.
in three years on the circuit.
Faldo, an Englishman who
The eagle 3 on the par 5, 526·
stands No. I on the European yard lOth hole was the turning.
tour this year, gave chase with a point, Stewart's reaction to the
66 Sunday only to fall two chip-in was simple - a clen·
strokes short of catching Stewart. ched fist and a loud
However, Faldo 's finish and ''Awwwwrnight!''
Faldo displayed his enthuhis $35,200 paycheck automati·
siasm
in more subtle fashion.
cally qualifies him for the Amer"It's
nice to know I can play
ican PGA tour next year.
Besides their 1-2 finish, Ste- with these guys." said Faldo, a
wart and Faldo have much in strappmg but soft-spoken 6-footcommon - both are 26 years 3. "I came in here !26th on the
old, both are immensely talented money list. Now I'm assured of
and their strong showings at Dis· playing on the tour next year."
After an opening round 72, the
ney probably will not be thei.r
homesick Faldo found refuge in a
last.
British restaurant at Disney
Stewart and faldo look as if World's Epcot Center.
they might be countrymen, Faldo
"That night I went to the En·
with his British accent and Ste· , glish pub and had steak and kid·
wart with his stunning attire ney pie and a couple of pints."
red knickers, white knee-high Faldo said. "It was just like
socks and white English cap.
home ..• ! wasn't homesick anyBut Stewart's roots lie far from more.
Faldo's stomping grounds in
His next three rounds of 65, 68
Hartfordshire, England. Born and 65 vaulted him into second
and reared in Springfield, Mo .. place.
and a graduate of Southern
This week the tour moves up
Methodist Univcrsil), Stewart is the road to the Florida Panhandle
pure American hcar11and.
for the season's final event He even wore a little Mi<;kcy the $250,000 Pensacola Open.

266-4900

•

2318 Central SE

BYU Beats Lobos In Overtime

Young Golfers Faldo,
Stewart Looking Good
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Registration:
By mail: Use the attached form
In person: At ASUNMIGSA Child Care Co·op
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Entry Fee: $2
Cla5ses: female and Male (will finish separately).
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6th Annual UNM Child Care Co-op Homecoming Run for Campus
Child Care is for Everyone!
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Dh1slons:
Age
One mile children's run: 0-10
Seven kilometer run: 10·14, 15·19. 20·29, 30·39,
IJ0-49, 50•59, 60 and above.
f:very effort will be made to make this an el'\loyable
run: adequate traffic control, aid stations, and time
calls each mile;

Late registration begins at 700 am at the UI'IM
President's house, Yale and Roma l'lf:. The children
and adult runs both start at 8:45 am In front of the
!'acuity Club, 180lS Roma rtf:. The time has been
l'fovember 5, 1983
changed this year to allow alumni to participate
(Sanctioned by the MU)
both In .the run and In other Homecoming activities
that DIOmlng; lt also means better traffic: c:ontrol
The UNM Homecoming Run for Campus Child Care and helps keep runners from overheating.
Is rast becoming part of UI'IM Homecoming and
Albuquerque tradition. tvel}'one Is encouraged to Awards will be presented at 12:00 noon at the
Child Care Co-op, beg l nn I ng the Horne·
Join the 7 kilometer "fun run" and the 1 mile chll• ASUNM/OSA
"
dren's run around the UI'IM campus.
c:omlng Celebration of Growing Up In ADierlca, cou.Pled with an open house.
• ti ves.:
The Homecoming Run has th ree o b~ec.
H
• To support the spirit and tradition of ome·
Race Director: Rick Willard
coming.
R
't
d.. d'
• To raise money for lJriM's Child Care center.
ace course mom ore , uected, and
secured by ,
• To invite over 1500 people to haVe fun with
physltal fitness.
UNM Veterans Association
Race. fin1'sh·· re· sui· ts. by··
Prizes will be awarded to the first four finl&hets In
each age gtoup in each class.
UNM Business Fraternity, Delta Sigma
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Las N oticias
lJNM 'HOMECOMING RUN sponsored by
ASUNM/GSA Child Care Co-op. Register by Nov,
I, Caii277·336S for Information.
11/1
MIDNITE MAUNESS AT our pr~view Monster
Sale- Wednesday, Oct. 27, from 6;00 to 8;30 p.m.
10/26
Double value couponsii,JNM Bookstore.
CONCEPTIONS SOUTIIWF.ST IS NOW taking
literature submissions, Sent! them to t,JNM Box 20,
Univ. of New Mexico .87131 or drop them off in 136
Marron Hall. Deadline is N()v, 21, Include SASE\ if
you want 'em returned.
11/21

Personals
USA: I APOLOGI?,E for doubting you, but never
10/25
rear. for I shall have the !as! [aughl Stephen,
GOOD GUYS WEAR black! Huh, Dallas fans?
D&l..
10/25
ut;Y EUMA Y, 1>0 you still love me after knowing
me for a year? You're stlll my sweet !hang. J.ove,
Jethro!.
10/25
FR•;u, YOUR BLUE eys nod black sweats drive me
crazy. Let's g~t lost for n weekend night again Sam!.
10125
LONG: MAY YOU be happy, healthy aod successful
always. May God's care be with us every moment.
10/25
Wife.

Food/l'un
HALLOWEEN IT AT Wear Ill Come to Wear ltl
For unique qnd slightly bat.aar costumes a.nd accessories: masks, body parts, iridescent party
wear•• , 107 AmherstSE(just west ofN~;>b Hill).
10/28
LINDA TILLERY: HER voice Is one in a mlllil!!l;
well-rounded in gospel, blues, jiiZl.and soul.
10/28
CANADIAN SINGER/SONGWRITE:R Ferron: She
has reached near-legendary status In Canada. Critics
hnvecnlled her the female "Bob Dylan."
10/28
UNDA TII.l.ERY AND Ferron in concert Friday,
October 28, 8 p.m., KiMo Theatre. Tickets: Full
10/28
Circle Books, 2205 Silver SE.
TfiE BAKERY CAFE- Vegetarian meals. I 18 Yale
SE- Serving real food, with love!.
10/25
AU, MALE CLUB. 8307 Central NE. Open .24
hours. 255-6525.
11/4

Services
TYPEWRITER JONES IS back! 90 cents a page,
Cali25S-9059 eves.
I 0/26
JTM WORI) PROCESSING Services. High quality
professional typing. Pickup/delivery service, 281·
2662.
i0/31
THE CERVIC-'L CAP Is a barrier method of birth
control. While under study by the FDA, the cap is·
nvnilablelocally. Cail242-2402.
10/31
TYPING, EDITING, REWRITE:. Fast, accurate,
11/2
reasonable rates. Call242-0127,
TRANSLATIONS- LEGAL,
LITERARY,
technical. English-Spanish. 877-8715.
10/26
LET PAT DO your typing, Quick! Efficient!
10/28
Accurate! Call298·1290,
ENJOY THE WORLD'S oldest fitness program! The
10128
Yoga Center, 3213 Central NE. 255·2900,
STUDENTS, ARE YOU tired of high-cost car in·
surance7 You arc probably paying too much for auto
Insurance. There are many discounts available to
students that students fail to take advantage or. Call
for free estimates without a pushy salespitch: John
292.0511, evenings821·3699.
10/26
WILL BAB'YSI'f MONDAY thru Friday daytime.
I0/25 ·
Christian home. Cai1298-S 109.
EXPERT TYPING, .CALL Virginia anytime, 2963096,
10/31
TYPING $1.50/PAGE, 293·4892,
10/31
TE:RM PAPERS, DISSERTATIONS, theses,
manuscripts typed on IBM word processor. Free
10/28
editing service Included. 298-6006.
TYPING, WORD PROCF!iSING 821-4126.
11/29
SOUTH PEAK SWEEP, professional chimney

sweep. Free safety inspecting, student discounts. Call
296-8820.
10/26
TYPING, WORD P~OCESSING. Term papers,
theses, dissertations, edillng, Resumes professionally
wrlllen. Reasonable rates. 88 I -03 I 3.
10/31
HOUSEIIOLD WORD TYPING and Editing Servtce. Near campus. 256-0916.
11/!4
TUTORING- MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
French· By degreed, experienced teacl!er·!Utor, 2664247,
.
10/31
HOME TYPING SERVICE. Retiree! professor,
Grammar, spelling, confidentiality guaranteed. 292·
3431.
10/28
24-IIOUR TYPING Servlce294-0144 or298-5110.
1112
QUA-LITY TYPING. MONTGOMERY-Sail Pedro
area, 90 cents/page, 881·6445.
1112
QUICK, ACCURATF; TYPING/charts/graphs in
my home, Call The Other Office 884-6564.
10/31
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. Rindy 296-6298.
1/23
MARC'S GUITAR CENTE;R, Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265-3315,
tfn
TYPING, IBM SELECTRIC, 255-3337,
10/25
ACUU;X WORU PROCF..SSING: Theses, dissertations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831-3181.
.
12/12
CONTACTS-POLISHING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion, Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS, Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65,00). pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBelles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling, Phone 2479819.
tfn

Housing

CO-OP LIVING, ANY experience or interest? Call
condition. $975. Call after 6 p.m. or weekends 898217·5698 or277·3798,
!0/28
2895,
10/26
~OOM t"OR RENT. $150 per month. $100 DD.
74 OLDS '98. Runs well, body j!Ood, $895. Call after
Private bath, NE! area. Call Janene or Gary 884-0604.
6 p.m. or weekends 898-2895,
10/26
10/26
1975 FORD MUSTANG II, Good contlition,
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
automatic, AM-I'M cassette radio, rebuilt engine.
Call after 5;30 p.m. 298-4506.
J0/26
downtown, Bus service every 30 minytes. I bedroom
o~ efficien~y, $270 to $370, All ut.ilities paid. Del~xe 1979 264GL VOLVO. E!xcellent condition. 299-4965
kttchen ~lth , dishwasher and dtsposai, recr~ahon
or 293 _
·
·
10/27
3099
room, swtmmmg pool, TV room and laundry, Adult • ==..::.:.;:;..:...•---~------..:.;::=
couples, no pets. I 520 University NE. 243-2494. tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
·.;,.;.;;,;;;;~;;,;;;..::..;;;;.;;;.;;;;;.;;.,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
N.E., $230/rno., for c,me pmon, $250/mo. for 2
FAT cHANCE NEEDS a part-time cook: and
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
waitresses. Come by between 1·4 M-Fri. No phone
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. No
·I 0125
calls please.
children or pets. Please call l:lefore 6;00 in the
WORK-STUDY POSITION open for Office
evening, 266.8392.
tfn
Assistant H - good typist, good phone sl<i!ls,
familiar with word processor. Ca,ll Rebecca Nolda,
Praduate Student Association office, 8:00- I :00, M·F.
277-3803.
11/4
SMITII CORONA ELECTRIC typewriter$45. After
7 p.m. 298-1600.
10/31
PART·TIME POSTIONS available ill our public
relations dept. Work 3- I 0 Mon-Fri helping us cpntact
UEALTHY FERRETS NEED good home, Two
the public. If you are dependable, aggressive and
10/28
desented. Call266-5051,
enjoy talking to people, call Jim or Larry 243·1757
ENGINEERING, MATH, PH'l'SICS students:
after 12 noon.
10/31
HP41CV with time module, extended functions
LOOKING FOR A job? We're looking fora girl who
HPIL cassette, I 0 cassettes, printer. List $1 545, sell
can make deliveries for our balloon company. The
$780. New, After 7 p.m. 298-1600,
10/31
hours are flexible and the pay's great! Call 294·2129
JEEP SKI RACK. Good condition, like new, $60.
or293-4407.
10/31
Call256-7636.
• 10/31
AFTERNOON DELIVERY. IDEAL for students,
15" RCA COLOR counsel T. V, $220. Egyptian
Delivery position available, work 3·10 Mon-Fri.
antiques. 842-6197,
10/28
Excellent pay and gas allotment, Must have
COLLEGE SWEATSHIRTS! HARVARD (grey),
economical, depemlable transportation and general
Yale (white), Princeton (navy), Dartmouth (kelly),
knowledge of Albuquerque area. For interview, call
North Carolina (light blue), USC (white), others. S14
10/27
Larry or Jim after I p.m. 243-1758.
each postpaid, Send check to LMg, Box 317,
PART·TIME EVENINGS and weekends registering
Brookhaven, MS 39601. COD orders calll-601-835· home owners In a national solar leasing program:
1085.
11/4 Fonune 500 manufacturer. No selling, but some solar
1970 VW BUS $750. 217·2566, 883·1892.
10/28 or sales experience will help. Come to Sunlease, 1651
MISC.: Al'T RANGE, electric four.burner $100, University NE, Saturday at 1 p.m. or call842·8!122.
10/27
Kitchen cabinet With sink $35. Headers for Plymouth
or Dodge. 898-2895.
10126 INSTRUCTORS FLUENT IN Spanish, Italian
19111 KAWASAKI
mileage, excellent

Employment

For Sale

ROOMMATE WANTED TO share two-bedroom
home, five minutes away from UNM. Fireplace,
garage, washer/dryer. $150 month plus V. utilities.
Call Gail at 292·3066 or 266-4628 after 1 p.m. 10127
FOR RENT: 'IWO·bdrm adobe apt. with fireplace.
One blk from UNM. 5235/month plus utilities. 2936458.
10/25
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED. Share twobdrm apt. $120/month plus V. utilities. Call 268·
0263.
10/31
ONE BDRM, FURNISHED. V. block from UNM.
Utilities pald. 898-0921.
10/28
WILL EXCHANGE ROOM and board for part-time
child care. Must have car. Excellent for maturt,
reliable student. Call Diane- 884-8111 M-F; or 293·
10/26
4506 weekends.
MALE SEEKS M/F housemate. Three-bdrm, twobath house In NE. Includes washer/dryer.
$200/month, bills lnduded. Call Chris 294-5716,
WOrk 166-1955,
10/28
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Union

CET OFF THE ROAD
AND ON THE TRAILS
Now in stock
Mountain bike parts
and accessories

·. · Lotus Pegasus and
. • ExpiQrer
from $275.00

. · scorpion X T15 ·

$1 EntrY Fee
includes PUmPkin

parts and accessones

243·8443

Y2 blk west University on central

Jud!!ine at Noon

HALLOWEEN?

\~~

PUMPKIN CARVING
CONTEST
DIVISION

CATEGORY

individual
dormitorY
sororitY
fraternitY
dePartment

scariest
funniest
most ori!!ihal

Pick UP Your PurnPkih at the Union Games Room
WED·THURS 8:30AM· IOPM
FRI·SAT 8:30AM· I I PM
Prizes bY audweiser
ARMY·NAVY GoODS

..

t.'

.. ''

'

504 YALE SE
265·7777

'. ··~·~-~-----~~~~~------

Miscellaneous
COSMIC WIMPOUT IS coming!,
!0/27
BE A DOCTOR or just look like one on Halloween!
Hospital scrubs $5/each, $8/sct. 884-5440, leave
message,
10/31
SMALL BROWN AND green thing for sale. Contact
I 0/31
Nezbin at 277-2616.
HALLOWEEN, THINK ARMY, Hospital scrubs,
fatigues, sailor suits and gas masks. Kaufman's, 504
YaleSE, 265·7777.
10/28
ARE YOU CREATIVE, energetic, artistic, willing to
get involved? Then Conceptions Southwest Is right
for you, It is an innovative literary/art magazine. It's
a performance series, poetry readings, gallery shows,
lot of fun and experience, 1~6 Marron Hall, 277·
5656.
10/26
S-'MURAI FENCING IKENDO], Be Samurai by
training, flashlight speedy sword techniques through
full contact. Excellent physical shape, self-defense,
10/25
self-confidence, 242:1354, 255·3642.

Bright Future Futon Company
• a con age Industry •
2424 Garfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque. NM 87106
(505) 268·973/l

f P*.ZZ*lEXTRE5*S******t6***s**o*******:
il

1710 Central SE

... l

11:30am·l2am
Frt & Sat 1
lam

~·

tiC

Sun·Th

iC

(;TWO WHEEL DRIVE
AlBO NM

REWARD! LOST GOLD wristwatch (Omega)
between Farris and ME buildings. Please call security
or 256-0095.
I 0/3 I
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
tfn
8:00a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily,

·I ,

Wednesday Oct. 26

CEMRAL Sf

Lost&Found

1OOo/o hand-crafted coHon futons

inserted in the
New Mexico Daily Lobo

~ ,..

neecled for interesting part-time work. Native
nuency, good appearance, dependability essential.
No "mocha" or angllslzed speakers please. Apply in
person. Language Dynamics, 2740 Wyoming NE,
10/26
Suite 4. No calls.

SPonsored bY teisure Services and New Mexico Union 277·233 1

.
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Expires 10-31-83
With this Coupon
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1 liter of softdrlnk.
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Remote
4 Collide
9 "As You Like
It" site
14 Eternity
15 Calgary
Stampede,
e.g.
16 Elevate
17 Separate:
2words
19 Map section
20 Legate
21 Femme
22 Play a part
23 Menu item
24 Visored caps
26 ''Dies29 Vanish
31 Bank abbr.
32 Clothes
33 Undisturbed
36 Leak out
38 Souse
39 Hockey
arena:
2 words
41 Ghost
43 Current
44 Look after
46 Balances
47 Pleased

49 Espy
50 Inner: Prefix
51 Withered
52 Lukewarm
54 Verges
58 Block
60 Lover's word
61- of beef
62 Spanish city
64 Fluctuate
66 Cruise ship
67 Rental
68 Beverage
69 Perturbed
70 Ancient
chariot
71 Deer's kin
DOWN
1 Counterfeits
2 Broker
3 Bai!iff
4 Lobster
5 Chop off
6 Truism
7 Egypt. god
8 Emergency
phone
set-ups
9 Scientific
suffix
10 Odious
11 Suspects
12 Ethnic ending

MONDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

13 Mesh
18 Talc
24 Most intense
25 Walked
27 Venerate
28 - Park,
Colo.
30 First: Abbr.
33 Warbles
34 Paris school
35 Recompenslng
37 Lowly one
40 Desk opening

42 Lemon flavorlng
45 Unseats
48 Car retailer
53 Peruvians
55 Enraged
56 Auto court
57 Sly one
59 Girl of song
61 Mulcted
62 - - mode
63 - rose
65 Verb suffix,
Brit. style

